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ABSTRACT 

The experimental data on the charged particles multiplicity 

distribu1iiOll from the diffrac"tive coherent reactions of protons 

with nuclei at incident momen"ta 20.8. 50. 67. and 200 Gev/c 

are presented and discussed. The comparison with the corres

ponding data from the diffraction dissociation in proton

-proton interactions was made. It is shown 'that the diffrac

tive p~esses have an universal character. 

Discussion an the multiplicity dis~ibution of diffractive
\...... 

ly'-produced particles has been of increasing interest lately [1] 

in connection. with the two-component models of multiple production. 

Unfortunately t the obtain'ng of the experimental info:rma.tion 

about this subject is very delicate problem since the separation. 

of the diffraction channels from hadron-nucleon data is n.ot free 

from biases. especially in the large masses region of the e.xcited 

systems [2]. 

Therefore it is very at"tractive to obtain the data on the 

multiplicity distribution in the coherent production from nuclei. 

Apart from the obvious and independent interest in these data. 

they may be compared with the corresponding data from interac

tions w1th nucleon target for instance in the framework of the 
"-" 

Glauber model. It must be noted that in the case of the nuclear 

production the background conditions are considerably better than 
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in the case of the diffraction dissociation on nucleons. 

In this l.etter we report the experimental resul.ts on the 

multiplicity of 'the charged particles produced in the coherent 

interactions of P = 20.8, 50, 67, and 200 Gev/e protons with "the
L 

emulsion nuclei, which were obtained by the uniform method from 

high (for emulsion teclmi.que) statistical. material.. 

The sel.ection of events associated with the coherent reac

ticms 

p + A - N + k1\± + l1lQ + A ( 1 ) 

(where A is target nucleus with A nucleons, k,l ~O, k+l~1 

and the number of charged particles n is odd and equal to k,if 

N is the neutron, or k+1 t if N is the proton) was done from the 

inelastic interactions, which were found by the "along-the

-track" scanning of emulsion stacks exposured at CERN. INEP and 

!TAL accelerators. The details of the exposures" scanning and 

measurements were given in (3-6]; some statistical data are re

presented in the Table 1. 

The selection of the reactions (1) was oa;rried out by 

using of the well-known inequality q\ ~RI1(q is the longitu
\ " 

dillaJ. momentum transferred 'to 'the -target, RA is the radius of 

the target) which l.eads to the more stronger a.ngul.a.r collima

tion of secondaries from these reactions than in the odd-prong 

proton-neutron collisions. As a very rough, but rather effec
h 

iiive approximation of the q II • the parameter ~ S Ln 9, has 

been applied for this selection. 

Fig.1a shows, as an example, the ~S(n~ -distributions 
\ 

for the quasicoherent "clean" (without amy visible indication 

to the excitation or break-Up of target) and background three

prong events at 200 Gev/c. The difference be1iween these distri
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butions is very appreciable. Msum; ng that the abundance o:r the 

"clean" stars a1; small "2,.sif1E:},-values is due to the coherent. 
~ 

reactions i 1; is easy to estimate their number normalizing the 

~SinGt -distributions in the regionZ&ing.>(~~iVlei)ma.x.. 
I I (l 

where the last value is the conventional upper limit :ror reac

'tiona (1). The number of coherent events Ncoh monotonously 

grows with the increasing of the parameter (~~lng.)ID.8X and at-
l 

tains a ''plateau" t the height of which gives the true value of 

the Nc·oh • This procedure for B= .; I 5. and 7 at 200 Gev/c. is 

shown in Fig.1b and was used also for all incident momenta and 

multiplicities. 

There were used additional assumptions to define the 

cross-sections of the one-prong reactions (1). At first we esti

mated 'the number of such events from the above described proce

dure for the region G .>gel , where eel is the angle at which 

the number of elastic scattering events withe ;:::> eel is neg

ligible. Assuming 'then the azimuthal isotropy of "the one-pro:cg 

events and introducing the similarity of the angu.lar distribu

tions of the charged particles in the even"ts with n- 1 and n:= .; 
!'\ j\j 

there were made corrections 'to the number .of the coherent one
2 

-prang stars lOBsed in the scannjng and the events which were 

in the elastic scattering region. The percentage of 'the each 

of these corrections was a.bout 15-20 % of the N~~~ • At 20-:S 

Gevlc the cross-sec"tion for one-prong reactions was estimated 

in the framework of 'the statistical isospin model LS] from. data 

of the paper l7}. 

Our results are presented in the Fig.2 and Tables 1 and 

2. ~e given values of the topological cross-sections are cor

responded to the mean emulsion nucleus «A)= 47) and. were ob
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'tained under assumption that (J'COh A2/3. In the last line of the 

Table 1 there are presented the data for the reaction 

p + A ....... P + TI+ + Ji- + A ( 2 ) 

at 20.8 1 50, and 67 Gev/c. These data were obtained by the mo

mentum measurements (see [3]). 

From an analysis o:f the quoted data one can conclude: 

(i) The total and topological cross-sections for the coherent 

production induced by protons on the emulsion nuclei noticeably 

increase (from 8 mb at 21 Gev/c up to 22 mb at 200 Gev/c); the 

most rise is observed for multiprong channels. However it 

should be noted tha"t in this energy interval <J'coh composes on

ly small fraction of the total inelastic cross-section «() (nee'V 

-103 mb). 

(ii) The growth o:f the coherent cross-sections is associated 

with the openjng of the new channels with higher total mu1.ti

plicities 1 i.e. with larger masses of the excited state (Nova). 

It can be seen. for example, from comparison of the energy de

pendences :for (j3prong and Q"" pntrr_or from the cross-sections 

for 5-prong and 7-prong channels (see Table 1). 

(iii) The Shape of charged particles multiplicity distributions 

in diffractive coherent reactions (1) is independent apparently 

from energy in investigated energy range. The comparison of the 

negative particles multiplicity distributions with the Poisson 

distribution in the Fig.2a shows that the agreement is very 

poor at all incident momenta. Indeed it is impossible to exclu

de the Poisson distribution entirely because of the experimen

tal uncertainty (""20-30 %) in cross-sections for one-prong 

reactions (1). 

It is very striking that for the multiplicity distributions in 
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coherent reactions the DO scaling law (91 is f'uUilled; m.ore

over it is easy to see from Fig.2b that experimental points are 

described by the same curve. which was proposed by Slattery [10] 
for proton-proton data. 

(iv) The average charged particles mu.ltiplicity in reactions 

(1) grows slo1f~ with the increasing of the PL (see Table 2 

and Fig.2c). The energy dependence agrees well with the linear 

approximation in In P :L 
<n_) = 0.1 In PL + 0.26 ( 3 ) 

In the Fig~2c we have plotted also the data from HAL HBC for 

the proton beam fragmentation t2]. It is known that the cross

-sections and mean multiplicities as quoted in the review [2] 

are only the lowest limits of the corresponding quantities 

because of unfavourable background conditions in the high mas

ses region. Therefore we can conclude that the mean multiplici

ties and the shape of the multiplicity distributions in the 

proton beam dissociation are possib~ independent on the na

ture of the target. This indicates the factorization in the 

Pomeron exchange. It should be noted that in both cases mass 

spectra of the excited system are approxi.mate~ similar. 

(v) The correlation parameter f 2 =q:..(n-1» _(n>2 also coincides 

for pH and. pA collisions and seems to be independent from the 

energy. Its values are consistent with the diffrac:t7iva nature 

of investigated processes and indicate an universal character 

of this phenomena. 

We hope to realize more detail study of the diffractive 

coherent reactions in the nearest future. 

We are very grateful to the CERN and JDm Photoemulsion 

Committees and to the IBEP and NAL Directorats am.d the operai
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ional staffs for ~he organiza~ion of emulsion exposures. 

Finally we acknowledge gra~efu.lly work carried out by our 

colleaques from ACDLMTU [5] and ALMT [7] collabora~ions. 
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FIGURE C.APrIONS 

Figure 1.	 separation of the conerent reactions from 

quasinucleon events: a) ~sitJ9.-d.istributions 
, '~i ' 

for "clean" quasicoherent and background. 

three-prong stars at 200 Gev/c; b) the esti 

mation of	 the Ncoh from dependence N~~~ vs 

(Z. ~in 9. 
~ 

)max at 200 Gev/c., 
Figure 2.	 Multiplicity distributions in reactions (1) 

(a.b) and the energy dependences of the <n_,> 

and. f for pA (full circles) and pp dissocia2 
tion (open circles). Curves are: in Fig.2a 

Poisson distributions; in Fig.2b - an universal 

DO function for pp collisions [10]. 
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Table 1. Topological cross-sections in"coherent; proton-nucleus collisions 

Incident; moment;a in 
20.8 50 67Gev/e 

Tot;al scanned length 
in kilomet;ers 2.6 2.6 3.1· 5.3·· 

Number of inelastic 7.3 7.2 8.2 15.0evenra in thousands 

~1prong(mb/nucleus) (3.9~ 2.0)··· (4.0±1.1) (6.2~1.6) (8.7:t1.6) 
.....' 

<r 3prong(mb/nucleus) (3.9 =:0.7) (5.4± 0.8) (6.9~ 1.0) (9.6 ~ 0.8) 

() 5prong(mb/nucleus) (0.3.:t' 0.2) (0.8.±. 0.3) (0.8~0.3) (3.2 +0.5) 

6"' 7prong(mb/nucleus) ( --0 ) ( - 0 ) ( -0 ) (0.6± 0.2) 

()coh =~ ().o.prong (8.1 ± 2.3) (10.3± 1.7) (14.0~ 1.9) ( 22. 1 :±. 2.0)n 

Glpw+~- (mb/nucleus) (3.1±'0.6) (2.6:t0.6) (3.0j: 1.0) 

( •.,. Material of the ACDLMTU collaborat;ion {51.
 

(•• ) 3.3 kIn from ALMT collaboration [6].
 

( ••• ) Estimated from [7]. see t;ext.
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Table 2. MUltiplicity distribution moments in coherent pA reactions 

-
P inL 
Gev/c 

20.8 

For	 all 
50 

tracks 

67 

200 

20.'8 

For nega
50 

tive
 

only 67
 

200 

<n) 

(2.11:!: 0.11) 

(2.38 ~ 0.11) 

(2.21 :t 0.08) 

(2.61 ± 0.07) 

-

(0~56 ~ 0.06) 

.. 

(O~69::t. 0.05) 

(o':~61 ~ O~04) 

(0.801:. 0~0.3) 

(n(n-1» 

(.3.06 ± 0.45) 

(4.75 :t 0.47) 

(4.10 ± 0.34) 

(6.61 ± 0.37) 

(0.07 ± 0.04) 

(0.16 ± 0.05) 

(0.12 ~ 0.03) 

(0~45 ±. 0~O5) 

D=
 

[<n2.>-<n)2] 1/2 

(1.12 "!.0.26) 

(1 • 21 to. 24) 

(1.19=.0.18) 

(1~56±"0.14) 

(0~56:t 0.09) 

(0-~61 :!: 0.09) 

(0~60± 0.07) 

(0.78i. O~'05) 

f 2 

(-0.86 ± 0.67) 

( -0.89 ± 0.69) 

(-0.80± 0.50) 

(-0.18:: 0.51) 

(-0.241 0.08) 

(-0.321:. 0.09) 

( -0.25 ±.. 0~06) 

(-o.20± 0.07) 
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